
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
20th March 2020 

 
Dear Parent 
 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) 
 
Further to the letter sent out yesterday and for the avoidance of doubt, I write to confirm that 
Wellington School will be closed to pupils from the end of the school day today, Friday 20 March, 
in accordance with the instructions issued by the Scottish Government.  Special arrangements for 
two particular groups are described below.  For the majority of pupils, however, teaching and 
learning will commence online from Monday 23rd March and details of how this will proceed have 
already been provided.  Further information will be provided by members of staff in the coming 
days and I encourage everybody in the Wellington community to remain in touch via the school’s 
website and social media. 
 
 
Provision for the Children of Key Workers 
The children of key workers who are not able to stay at home may come into school by special 
arrangement.  As indicated yesterday, any family who needs to make use of this provision should 
contact Mrs Smith (csmith@wellingtonschool.org) in order to explain their circumstances.  Mrs 
Smith has already contacted those who have been in touch.  I remind parents, however, that the 
first key principle in the currently available guidelines states that if it is at all possible for children 
to be at home, then they should be. 
 
 
SQA Candidates 
Schools have been asked to ensure that SQA candidates complete any outstanding coursework or 
assignments as soon as possible and I have asked members of staff to take all required steps in 
order to achieve this.  For clarification, however, I draw the attention of parents to the following 
guidance issued to teachers: 
 
“Any pupil who needs to be in school to complete a practical activity which cannot be done 
remotely must sign in at the office and only stay for as long as is required. They should not be 
attending in groups and no pupil should be in school where there is an alternative way of 
working. Dissertations and essays can be completed and shared electronically which would only 
require a teacher to be in school to print and put in secure packaging for uplift.” 

It is our aim to adhere to both the spirit and the letter of the official advice that is being issued 
day by day.  The importance of social distancing and working from home if at all possible has been 
strongly emphasised and the school is doing all that it can to follow this guidance.  

  



Needless to say, I will continue to provide regular updates in the coming days.  All of the 
information that I receive makes it abundantly clear that keeping safe must be our first priority 
and I hope that everybody in the Wellington community has a restful weekend.  

Kind regards 
 

 


